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1. Introduction

Research Record No. 129 describes a mathematical analysis of the Project CP78 data which
resulted in a number of equations being obtained which can be used to predict the finished
“fully relaxed” (IIC Reference State) properties of interlock and rib fabrics knowing yarn
count, knitted stitch length and also finishing route.

Included in the finishing routes was a crosslinking treatment carried out on the Shirley
Institute equipment at a single nominal level of 2½% on weight of fabric of a DHDMEU
crosslinking agent. The procedure for the application of the crosslinker is described in
Research Record No. 126 together with a series of bar charts which compare the major fabric
properties both with and without crosslinker. Since then, a further series of samples has been
produced with a lower amount of crosslinker, namely 1% on weight of fabric. In addition, a
similar Control set was produced without crosslinking agent but with identical amounts of
softener and stitch lubricants added.

The precise application conditions are as described in Research Record No. 126 with the
exception that the Control set was not re-run down the stenter a second time for curing.

These two sets of treatments have been allocated the following codes for identification during
data storage retrieval and display.

JDX1 Crosslinked 1% level

MJDX1 Mercerised, crosslinked 1% level

JDS Softened control

MJDS Mercerised, softened control

A similar mathematical analysis has been carried out on the new data generated from this
further work and this report presents the findings from this analysis together with graphical
illustrations.

2. The Analytical Procedure

The fabric properties considered to be of particular interest especially after applying a
chemical crosslinking treatment are the following.

 length shrinkage, %

 courses /cm

 wales /cm

 weight, gsm

 stitch density, S/cm2

 bursting strength, kPa

From the previous regression analysis described in Research Record No. 129, the following
mathematical relationships were taken and tested with the new data as well as with some of
the existing data. In each case the equations predict the property in the “fully relaxed” state.
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Property Equation Form Eqn. No.

Courses /cm a + b/l + c.√avTex 1

Wales /cm a + b/l + c.√avTex 2

Weight, gsm a + b.Tex/l 3

Stitch Density, cm2 a + b/l2 + c.avTex 4

Burst Strength a + b/l2 + c.avTex + d.avSES 5

Where l is the Stitch Length in cm

avTex is the average yarn Tex

avSES is the average yarn single-end strength

a, b, c, d are constants (regression coefficients)

Since shrinkage is influenced not only by the change in the fully relaxed courses and wales
but also by the dimensions at which the fabric is finished, the actual values of shrinkage have
to be calculated from the unwashed (finished) and the fully relaxed courses and wales.

For each property in turn the regression coefficients and the correlation coefficients were
obtained not only for the 1% crosslinked level and its control but also for the following
processing routes.

JD, MJD, JDH, MJDH, JDX2, MJDX2

This was done for two reasons.

1. Since the original analysis was carried out, the way in which certain property derivations
are calculated has been slightly altered. This means that the regression coefficients
obtained are very slightly different from those given in Research Record No. 129.

2. It is of interest to compare the un-crosslinked control fabrics (stenter softened) with the
original jet dyed and jet dyed, softened and mechanically compacted fabrics (i.e. JD, JDH,
MJD, MJDH).

3. Presentation Of Results

Tables giving the regression coefficients, and graphs showing the actual data points as well as
the regression curves, have been prepared and these are presented in the Appendix as follows.

Property
Tables Figures

Interlock Rib Interlock Rib

Courses /cm 1 2 1-6 7-12

Wales /cm 3 4 13-18 19-24

Weight, gsm 5 6 25-30 31-36

Burst Strength 7 8 37-42 43-48

Stitch Density 9 10 49-54 55-60

Length Shrinkage (measured) ~ ~ 61-66 67-62
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4. Discussion Of Results

4.1. Relaxed courses /cm

Interlock (Figures 1-6)

These graphs show very clearly the effect which a crosslinking treatment has on the fully
relaxed course spacings. The 1% crosslinker level (JDX1 & MJDX1) appears to be giving
relaxed courses approximately mid-way between the controls and the 2.5% crosslinker level
(JDX2 & MJDX2). The open-width finished controls (JDS & MJDS) are surprisingly
slightly different from the tubular finished controls (JD, MJD, JDH, MJDH where shown).
This is particularly noticeable with the mercerised fabrics.

1x1 Rib (Figures 7-12)

These graphs show a similar effect for the 1x1 rib fabrics except that:

a) the relaxed courses in the case of the mercerised fabrics are quite close to the controls;

b) the open-width controls are very similar to the tubular finished controls for both the
mercerised and unmercerised fabrics.

4.2. Relaxed wales /cm

Interlock (Figures 13-18)

Rather surprisingly these curves show that a crosslinking treatment results in a slight increase
in the relaxed wales. This means that for a given width shrinkage, a crosslinked fabric would
have to be finished slightly narrower or, conversely, if finished to the same width, would
result in a slightly higher width shrinkage figure.

1x1 Rib (Figures 19-24)

There is a suggestion that the same would apply to unmercerised 1x1 rib fabrics although to a
lesser degree. The mercerised fabrics however all behave very similarly.

4.3. Relaxed weight

Interlock (Figures 25-30)

Predictably, the 1% crosslinker treatment is giving fabrics with relaxed weights almost mid-
way between the control fabrics and the 2.5% crosslinked fabrics. This applies to the
mercerised as well as the unmercerised fabrics.

1x1 Rib (Figures 31-56)

The rib fabrics show a slightly different behaviour than the interlock fabrics. The relaxed
weight of the 1% crosslinked samples is very near to that of the controls. In fact, with the
mercerised fabrics it is arguably impossible to separate them. The 2.5% crosslinked samples
however show considerable differences resulting in relaxed fabrics with much lower weights.

4.4. Relaxed bursting strength

Interlock (Figures 37-42)

Again, perhaps predictably, the burst strength figures of a 1% unmercerised crosslinked fabric
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are approximately mid-way between the controls and the 2.5% crosslinked fabric. With the
mercerised fabrics, however, there is a tendency for the 1% crosslinked fabrics to have burst
strengths approaching those of the controls.

1x1 Rib (Figures 43-48)

As for interlock.

4.5. Relaxed stitch density

Interlock (Figures 49-54)

Again, with the unmercerised fabrics the 1% crosslinking treatment has given relaxed stitch
densities, mid-way between the controls and the 2.5% crosslinked fabrics. With the
mercerised fabrics, the 1% crosslinked fabrics and the open-width controls are very similar
and have given stitch densities falling between the tubular finished controls and the 2.5%
crosslinked fabrics.

1x1 Rib (Figures 55-60)

With the rib fabrics the curves for the various treatments are more closely packed together
than with the interlock fabrics and, particularly with the mercerised fabrics, it is difficult to
separate the 1% crosslinked fabrics from the controls.

4.6. Length Shrinkage

Interlock (Figures 61-66)

Shrinkage is determined not only by the fully relaxed structure but the degree to which this
structure can be approached by mechanical methods during the finishing operation. With the
unmercerised interlock fabrics it has been possible to approach this structure better by tubular
finishing methods than by an open-width method, thus resulting in lower length shrinkage
figures. The converse is the case with the mercerised fabrics.

Crosslinking clearly has the effect of reducing length shrinkage and the difference between
the two crosslinker levels is more apparent with the unmercerised than the mercerised fabrics.

1x1 Rib (Figures 67-72)

The tubular and open-width finishing routes show similar length shrinkage results on both the
unmercerised and mercerised fabrics. The effect of applying crosslinking agent is again very
clear with the 1% level giving residual length shrinkage values between the controls and the
2.5% crosslinker level.

5. Conclusions

It is very clear from the results presented in this report that the application of a crosslinking
agent can produce in some cases considerable alteration to the fully relaxed properties of
knitted 1x1 rib and interlock fabrics.

The degree to which a particular property is changed by crosslinking can be influenced by
whether or not the fabric has been pre-mercerised. The extent to which a particular property
is changed by crosslinking can be predicted, using the Equations 1-5 given in the text,
together with the coefficients obtained as a result of this latest analysis. However, this can
only be done where the level of crosslinking agent corresponds with those on which the
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analysis was carried out, i.e. 1% & 2.5% levels.

To be used in the STARFISH model it will be necessary to produce equations in which the
level of crosslinking agent is one of the independent variables.

With only two levels of crosslinking carried out so far this is not possible and, therefore, two
other application levels should be carried out, one of which should be intermediate.
Suggested levels for a further two treatments are 1¾% and 3¼% crosslinker based on fabric
dry weight.

The major surprise of this work, as far as the author is concerned, is the effect of crosslinking
on width stability. It had been assumed that crosslinking would enable fabrics to be finished
wider without a corresponding increase in width shrinkage but the evidence so far shows this
not to be the case.
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Table 1: Interlock Relaxed Courses /cm y = a + b/l + c.√avTex

Table 2: 1x1 Rib Relaxed Courses /cm y = a + b/l + c.√avTex
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Table 3: Interlock Relaxed Wales /cm y = a + b/l + c.√avTex

Table 4: 1x1 Rib Relaxed Wales /cm y = a + b/l + c.√avTex
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Table 5: Interlock Relaxed Weight y = a + b.Tex/l

Table 6: 1x1 Rib Relaxed Weight y = a + b.Tex/l
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Table 7: Interlock Relaxed Burst Strength y = a + b./l2 + c.avTex + d.avSES

Table 8: 1x1 Rib Relaxed Burst Strength y = a + b./l2 + c.avTex + d.avSES
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Table 9: Interlock Relaxed Stitch Density y = a + b./l2 + c.avTex

Table 10: 1x1 Rib Relaxed Stitch Density y = a + b./l2 + c.avTex
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